
Beautiful 
Stone Laminates 
for Your Home



We aspire to live in harmony with our ever-changing 
surroundings. In addition to providing shelter and 
comfort, contemporary families require homes 
that support productivity, learning, socializing and 
entertainment. Creating a sense of calm and security is 
a combination of aesthetic appeal and practicality.

Arborite® presents our Panorama and Welcome Home 
residential collections of stone-inspired high pressure 
laminates. Developed to deliver stunningly realistic, on-
trend stone looks at a fraction of the cost of natural 
materials, our laminate designs are nonporous, easy-
to-clean and stain resistant.

We study interior design trends across materials to 
make sure Arborite laminates look great in your home. 
Our offering is carefully curated to be timeless, yet 
complementary to the latest in flooring, cabinetry 
and furniture trends—allowing you to select Arborite 
laminate countertops with confidence. 

Made in North America, our laminates are 
GREENGUARD® Gold certified to help you maintain 
healthy indoor air quality. Arborite products are also 
FSC-certified, so you can feel good about installing 
our sustainable laminate in your home.

Welcome to the world of Arborite.
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Urban Looks

Resilient. Beautiful. Attainable.

Bringing outside aesthetics in has 
homeowners opening up spaces and 
choosing nature-inspired finishes. 
Whether it is a Pinterest-worthy 
statement island with a large-scale 
marble finish, an elegant small-scale 
stone pattern backsplash or a subtly 
soothing modern vanity countertop—
Arborite’s Panorama collection of 
laminates will help you adapt current 
kitchen, bathroom and laundry room 
trends to your personal style. 

Arborite’s Panorama collection was 
created to give homeowners worry-
free solutions with stone laminate 
designs that make it possible to 
achieve a high-end look without 
compromising durability or breaking 
the bank. 

Maximum style, minimal hassle.

Granite Looks

New Finish

P1015 UL 
Carrara Venato

P1000 VL 
Arabescato Marble

P1018 VL 
Dreamcatcher

P1017 VL 
Baroque Soapstone

Marble Looks

P1013 UL 
Nuvolato Marble 

P1008 VL 
Saint Laurent Marble

P1011 IM 
Industrial Loft

P1010 IM 
Cityscape Loft

P1014 UL 
Terrazzo Grande

P1004 IM 
Roman Travertine

P1007 IM 
Cinder Slate

P1009 VL 
Mont Blanc

P1016 UL 
Versailles Marble

P1002 VT 
Santa Cecilia

P1006 VT 
Typhoon Bordeaux Greige

P1005 VT 
Typhoon Bordeaux Crème

Samples on this page are scaled down to show pattern

Click here to view the panorama collection, 
see full size swatches and order samples.

BT — Arborite’s new Basalt finish is an overall super-matte texture which integrates delicate 
gloss levels to enhance subtle veining and light play. Seen above on P1021 Perla Quartzite.

   P1019 BT 
Aria Quartzite

   P1021 BT 
Perla Quartzite

   P1020 BT 
Nuage Quartzite

   P1022 VL 
Bianco Statuario

   P1023 BT 
Château 

   P1024 BT 
Nuvolato Crema
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https://www.arborite.com/carrara-venato-p1015
https://www.arborite.com/arabescato-marble
https://www.arborite.com/dreamcatcher-p1018
https://www.arborite.com/baroque-soapstone-p1017
https://www.arborite.com/nuvolato-marble-p1013
https://www.arborite.com/saint-laurent-marble
https://www.arborite.com/industrial-loft
https://www.arborite.com/cityscape-loft-p1010
https://www.arborite.com/terrazzo-grande-p1014
https://www.arborite.com/roman-travertine
https://www.arborite.com/cinder-slate
https://www.arborite.com/mont-blanc
https://www.arborite.com/versailles-marble-p1016
https://www.arborite.com/santa-cecilia
https://www.arborite.com/typhoon-bordeaux-greige
https://www.arborite.com/typhoon-bordeaux-cr
https://www.arborite.com/premium-collection/panorama


We seek to create a fundamental sense of well-being in our homes by connecting 
with nature and creating spaces that accommodate our lifestyles.

Whether in a kitchen, bathroom or laundry room, Arborite® laminates delivers 
authentic and timeless marbled looks in a durable, cleanable, sustainable material—at 
a fraction of the cost.

Marbled Looks

Countertop, island and bathroom vanity:
P1022 Bianco Statuario 
A versatile, stunning and realistic large-veined marble with a fresh contemporary look. 

Other Arborite patterns 
that complement this look

Arabescato Marble
P1000

Nuvolato Marble 
P1013

Versailles Marble
P1016
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Countertop & backsplash: 
P1019 Aria Quartzite  
A sophisticated mid-tone 
Quartzite look with soft, subtle 
veining at home in almost any 
color scheme. 

(Opposite page) 
Countertop: 
P1020 Nuage Quartzite 
Rich and dramatic Quartzite 
with contrasting veining 
provides a modern and bold 
foundation for any space. 

Our homes are expressions of our lives, and we find ourselves adapting our spaces 
to serve our needs. Elegant stone laminate countertops and backsplashes add 
function for maximum style and minimal hassle.

Minimalist Stones
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Countertop & backsplash:
P1023 Château 
This refined, yet versatile, concrete look is complementary 
to both modern urban and laid-back condo galley-style 
kitchens.

Bottom Cabinets:
V7003 VR Black Satin fingerprint-resistant laminate

Arborite's refined modern stone laminate designs give an open space character 
without clutter. A material that is easy-to-clean and stain resistant doesn’t have to 
be boring. 

Refined Concretes

P1017 
Baroque Soapstone

P1014 
Terrazzo Grande

P1011 
Industrial Loft

Other Arborite patterns 
that complement this look
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Countertop left:
P1021 Perla Quartzite
Our lightest Quartzite provides 
an airy and fresh complement for 
bold or natural material pairings 
whether warm or cool.

Countertop right:
P1024 Nuvolato Crema 
This creamy marble provides 
luxurious and subtle veining 
that feels at both lavish and 
easygoing. 

A strong desire to return to simplicity and efficiency continues. With increased time 
at home, people are cooking more and revisiting artisan crafts. Light, open areas 
enhanced with nature-inspired finishes support well-being with a feeling that is 
warm, welcoming and livable. 

Soothing  
& Casual Stones

P1009 
Mont Blanc

P1015 
Carrara Venato

P1018 
Dreamcatcher

Other Arborite patterns 
that complement this look



Bathroom Vanity: 
P1013 Nuvolato Marble 

Laundry room counter and backsplash: 
P1009 Mont Blanc

Kitchen Countertop: 
P1015 Carrara Venato

Panorama Collection 
Applications
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P407 
Monolith 

P393 
Urban Night

P392 
Urban Day 

P344 
Inukshuk Grey

P277 
St. Lawrence Bedrock

P394 
Arctic Snow

P278 
Mississippi Bedrock

P395 
Arctic Ice

P345 
Inukshuk Taupe

P346 
Inukshuk Carbon

P302 
Montaña Sunrise

P396 
Arctic Tundra

P398 
Yukon Riverbed

P127 
Concrete Grey

P322 
Jaipur Onyx

P283 
Tundra Taupe Granite

P304 
Montaña Dusk

P379 
Safari Stone

P397 
Klondike Riverbed

P282 
Gaspé Grey Granite

P285 
Jasper Brown Granite

The Welcome Home Collection

A home reflects the values and 
functionality of the family that lives there. 
Arborite®’s residential collection was 
created to provide you with worry-free 
solutions. Need a remodel but are hesitant 
to spend your entire budget on a single 
slab of stone? Longing for a delicate 
stone look but worried it will stain, scuff 
and trap contaminants? Tough to stain 
and easy to maintain, the Welcome Home 
collection of composite-stone laminates 
adds beauty to kitchens, bathrooms and 
laundry rooms of all sizes and budgets. 
The subtle patterns infuse spaces with 
style, while the neutral palettes play well 
with any décor.

   P421 
Arctic Spirit

Click here to view the Welcome Home 
collection online, and to order samples.
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https://www.arborite.com/monolith-p407
https://www.arborite.com/urban-night
https://www.arborite.com/urban-day
https://www.arborite.com/inukshuk-grey
https://www.arborite.com/st-lawrence-bedrock
https://www.arborite.com/arctic-snow
https://www.arborite.com/mississippi-bedrock
https://www.arborite.com/arctic-ice
https://www.arborite.com/inukshuk-taupe
https://www.arborite.com/inukshuk-carbon
https://www.arborite.com/montana-sunrise
https://www.arborite.com/arctic-tundra
https://www.arborite.com/yukon-riverbed
https://www.arborite.com/concrete-grey-p127
https://www.arborite.com/jaipur-onyx
https://www.arborite.com/tundra-taupe-granite
https://www.arborite.com/montana-dusk
https://www.arborite.com/safari-stone
https://www.arborite.com/klondike-riverbed
https://www.arborite.com/gaspe-grey-granite
https://www.arborite.com/jasper-brown-granite
https://www.arborite.com/premium-collection/welcome-home


Bathroom countertop and detail:
P421 Arctic Spirit provides the 
look of engineered stone with an 
elegant and intriguing tone-on-
tone charcoal coloration.

This new addition to the Welcome Home collection adds a 
sophisticated and rich option that is comfortable in both modern 
and traditional spaces. This subtle pattern adds style while 
accommodating any budget.

Sleek and Simple
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Colors in this brochure 
are representations only 
and may vary slightly from 
the original. 
 
Order your FREE larger 
sample today from 
arborite.com.

Arborite
385 Lafleur, 
LaSalle (Québec) 
Canada H8R 3H7
 
T. 800.996.0366
info@arborite.com
www.arborite.com

Need inspiration? 
Follow @ArboriteHPL 
on Facebook, 
Instagram & Pinterest

Countertop:
P407 Monolith

https://www.facebook.com/arboritehpl
https://www.instagram.com/arboritehpl/
https://www.pinterest.com/arboriteHPL/_created/

